The revolutionary fast installation system for the international rail and bus industry

nora® nTx

Saves time and money

... when time is a decisive factor

In some situations, renovations and the downtime they cause can result in very high costs. When time is a decisive factor, nora® nTx is the perfect solution. Whether for buses or in rail vehicles, choosing nora® nTx saves you time and money. And you also get to benefit from the high quality and reliability of nora® rubber flooring systems.

nora® nTx combines the proven properties of nora® products - elasticity, durability and easy cleaning - with innovative installation technology. This self-adhesive flooring can be used immediately after installation.

... with nora® nTx you can lay floorings quickly and easily in a few simple steps - with no waiting time.

Efficient

nora® nTx floorings can be laid directly on existing surfaces - even with high levels of residual moisture - and can be used immediately.

Economical

Laying nora® nTx floorings reduces downtime, saves costs and minimises the risk of errors.

Fast

Laying nora® nTx floorings reduces downtime, saves costs and minimises the risk of errors.

Economical
The new generation flooring system

nora® nTx

Features and benefits at a glance

- Fast and simple laying in just a few steps
- Works on all types of subfloor
- Can be directly laid on existing floor covering
- No need to interrupt your daily work
- No drying or waiting time
- No waiting time
- Complete system from a single supplier
- Economical for carbuilders and operators

nora® nTx is a new and unique technology for professional installers to lay nora® rubber flooring systems.

Because the powerful adhesive is factory-fitted, nora® nTx is as simple as it is ingenious. In a few simple steps, the flooring can be cleanly and safely installed and used immediately. It can be laid on all types of subfloors, as well as directly on top of existing flooring.

The challenges of conventional laying processes – such as applying the correct amount of adhesive or ensuring sufficient wetting, drying, and waiting time before and after laying – are all things of the past. And the result is just as durable, sturdy and safe as you would expect from nora® floor coverings.

nora® nTx is available for all noraplan® products used in the rail and bus industry.

Experience the advantages of nora® nTx for yourself.

nora® nTx. Lay it. Stick it. Use it.

nora® nTx already installed at:
- Siemens Austria, Metro Riyadh
- CAF Spain, Metro Santiago de Chile
- CAF France, Metro Lyon (renovation)
- CAF Metro Istanbul
- CAF trains for Nedtrain
- SNCB Salzinnes (B)

A complete flooring system for all areas in the rail and bus industry – easy to lay with instant bonding. Simple, effective and super fast.

nora® nTx is suitable for all types of buses and rail vehicles. Saves time and money. No drying time and no waiting.

nora® nTx is suitable for all types of bus and rail vehicles. Saves time and money. No drying time and no waiting.